SEQUOIA VOTING SYSTEMS, INC. USES VOTE-COUNTING SOFTWARE DEVELOPED, OWNED, AND LICENSED BY FOREIGN-OWNED SMARTMATIC, A COMPANY LINKED TO THE VENEZUELAN GOVERNMENT OF HUGO CHÁVEZ

U.S. national security is potentially at risk because software used to count votes in 20% of the country during U.S. elections is owned and controlled by a Venezuelan-run company with ties to the Venezuelan government of Hugo Chávez, which has been described as “the foremost meddler in foreign elections in the Western hemisphere.”

Foreign-owned and foreign-run Smartmatic’s control over vote-counting software used in the voting machines of Sequoia Voting Systems, Inc. (“Sequoia” or “SVS”) presents a potential national security risk now just as it did in 2006 when the U.S. Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (“CFIUS”) opened an investigation of Smartmatic’s ownership of Sequoia. CFIUS is a U.S. government inter-agency committee led by the U.S. Department of Treasury that addresses national security risks posed by foreign ownership of or influence over U.S. business, including companies providing the means by which voters in the U.S. elect their President and Congressional Representatives. Rather than answer to CFIUS

3 In 2006, the Wall Street Journal reported that Smartmatic “would sell its U.S. subsidiary [Sequoia] to end a review by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. into whether Smartmatic is partially owned by the Venezuelan government.” Bob Davis, Smartmatic to Shed U.S. Unit, End Probe Into Venezuelan Links, WALL ST. J., Dec. 22, 2006, at A6, article available for purchase at http://www.wsj.com. The Wall Street Journal also reported a Department of Justice investigation into whether Smartmatic had engaged in bribery or tax fraud. Id. see also Bob Davis and Glenn Simpson, U.S. Authorities Probe How Smartmatic Won Venezuela Election Pact, WALL ST. J., Dec. 1, 2006, at A9, article available for purchase at http://www.wsj.com (“The company says it paid $1.5 million to a Venezuelan consultant who is close to the Chavez government and helped to win Smartmatic business. The allegation being investigated is that Smartmatic actually paid as much as $4 million to the consultant, then deleted a substantial portion of those payments from its corporate records to hide the extent of its payments to a friend of the Chavez regime.”).
regarding the ultimate owners of the Smartmatic conglomerate and its ties to the Chávez government, an investment group led by Sequoia management reportedly bought Sequoia from Smartmatic in late 2007 under terms that were not made public. Since then, however, it has come to light that Smartmatic continues to own the software that counts the votes on Sequoia voting machines and licenses to Sequoia that software, which Smartmatic develops in Venezuela. Concern, now, is that Smartmatic’s sale of Sequoia “was fraudulent,” “a sham transaction designed to fool regulators.”

Efforts to date have not succeeded in determining the ultimate owners of Smartmatic or the extent to which Smartmatic and the Chávez government of Venezuela have influence over U.S. elections through Smartmatic’s control of the software that counts votes for Sequoia voting machines. Sequoia steadfastly maintains that the 2007 Sequoia management buy-out “completely eliminates Smartmatic’s ownership, control and operational rights of any kind in Sequoia” when


8 Gerardo Reyes, Vote machine firm ties to Venezuela questioned; A Chicago Alderman is not satisfied that a voting-systems company is free of influence from Venezuela President Hugo Chavez, MIAMI HERALD, Mar. 19, 2008, at 3 (article available for purchase at http://www.miamiherald.com).


• a court decision in April 2008 reported that Smartmatic owns and licenses to Sequoia the vote-counting software used in Sequoia voting machines;

• Sequoia owes Smartmatic $2 million in a loan/earn-out that is part of the 2007 management buy-out;

• Smartmatic seeks through a proposed purchase of the Sequoia loan/earn-out by Hart InterCivic to control the world market for Sequoia voting machines in exchange for licensing Smartmatic’s vote-counting software to Hart, an arrangement which Sequoia claims would violate agreements made with CFIUS and other federal government agencies.

I. City Council of Chicago Efforts to Understand the Influence of Smartmatic and the Venezuelan Government over U.S. Elections

In January 2008, representatives of Chicago, Illinois, which suffered from malfunctions in Smartmatic-developed software that delayed by a week the tabulation of the vote in the 2006 mid-term federal primary and that led to 15 or more Smartmatic agents coming from Venezuela to Chicago to help the city complete vote tabulation, wrote to Sequoia President and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) Jack Blaine for information in an effort to confirm that “Smartmatic and the government of Venezuela have no ability to influence or control the new owners of Sequoia.”

Sequoia’s letter response dated January 18, 2008 has been described in the media as “deceptive,” “knowingly false,” and a continuation of “evasive” and “troublesome” sworn testimony provided in 2006 by Jack Blaine, then-President of both Sequoia and Smartmatic Corporation.

In April 2006, the City Council of Chicago held hearings after election results were delayed a week due to problems using Smartmatic’s Hybrid Activator Accumulator Transmitter (“HAAT”) software to count the March 21, 2006 primary vote. Fifteen or so Smartmatic personnel, including Smartmatic senior executive and
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13 See, e.g., Fran Spielman, Aldermen: Halt payments to voting machine company, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, Mar. 28, 2006, at 12, article available for purchase at http://www.suntimes.com/search/index.html; Jerome L. Sherman, Chicago Voting Machines Stumble, PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, Mar. 28, 2006, at A-1, article available for purchase at http://www.lexis.com; Hearing Transcript of Joint Committee on Finance, Committee on Budget and Government Operations and Committee on Committees, Rules and Ethics (“Joint Committee”), City Council of Chicago, Apr. 7, 2006, at 104-05 (bottom page) (*Excerpts of this transcript are available at __________.) Also in 2006, Cook County, Illinois, had problems with the software used to count votes in Sequoia voting machines in their 2006 primary and general elections. A Cook County report by retired federal Judge Abner Mikva concluded that “[t]echnology failures in multiple areas” was a “primary
shareholder, Roger Pinate, flew in from Venezuela to staff a behind-the-scenes war room at the City of Chicago’s election headquarters where votes from all over the city were being counted.\(^\text{14}\) Jack Blaine also then professed not to know who ultimately owned Smartmatic and confirmed that Venezuelans working for Smartmatic have access to the Sequoia voting machine software, including the source code.\(^\text{15}\)

In 2008, Alderman Edward Burke, who chaired Chicago’s 2006 investigation into the national security threat posed by Smartmatic’s access to voting systems software used to count votes in U.S. elections, raised concern that Smartmatic’s 2007 sale of Sequoia was “a sham.”\(^\text{16}\) In a letter dated January 11, 2008, to the Chicago Board of Elections Chairman Langdon D. Neal, Alderman Burke is reported to have “expressed surprise” that Jack Blaine testified under oath in the 2006 Chicago hearings that “software components from the Sequoia system, [sic] were developed in Venezuela [including the critical component of the Sequoia systems – the HAAT] and that ‘the Venezuelans have access to the Sequoia code.’”\(^\text{17}\) Burke reiterated his dismay that Jack Blaine furthermore admitted that he could not answer whether or not Hugo Chávez was a Smartmatic shareholder.\(^\text{18}\) “The entire Smartmatic episode has served as a reminder of how important it is to know and trust who is counting the votes in our elections and to protect the integrity of our elections,” wrote Burke in his January 11,
2008 letter. Burke then implored Neal that “[i]t is therefore important to confirm that the sale of Sequoia by Smartmatic is not a sham transaction designed to fool regulators and to further confirm that Smartmatic and the government of Venezuela have no ability to influence or control the new owners of Sequoia.” Burke requested answers to ten questions probing the bona fides of Smartmatic’s sale of Sequoia to its management.

By letter dated January 18, 2008 to Chairman Neal, and purporting to respond to each of Alderman Burke’s individual questions, Jack Blaine, Sequoia President and CEO, confirmed in writing that Sequoia continues to use the Venezuelan developed “Edge2Plus and HAAT” in the City of Chicago and Cook County, Illinois. Blaine added that “Sequoia will continue to provide products, upgrades and accessories to the U.S. market based on products the company developed in cooperation with Smartmatic during the time the company owned Sequoia.” What Blaine did not say is that the Edge2Plus and HAAT are owned by Smartmatic and licensed by Smartmatic to Sequoia. The implication of Blaine’s statement, which characterizes the software in Sequoia voting machines as having been “developed in cooperation with Smartmatic during the time the company owned Sequoia,” is that Smartmatic’s input into the software used to count votes on Sequoia voting machines is purely historical. In fact, Smartmatic has an ongoing role as Smartmatic - not Sequoia - owns this very software and continues to determine its development and application in the U.S. Blaine’s omission is particularly significant given that Alderman Burke in his January 11, 2008 letter specifically requested “any license, royalty and/or other intellectual property agreements between Sequoia and Smartmatic and/or their affiliates,” which request Blaine ignored.
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II. Court Fight Between Smartmatic and Sequoia over Proposed Hart InterCivic Take-over of Sequoia Reveals Smartmatic Ownership of Vote-Counting Software in Sequoia Voting Machines

Smartmatic’s ownership of the voting-counting software in Sequoia voting machines came to light in litigation over an offer by Hart InterCivic to “purchase the outstanding loan and earn-out provision agreement that Sequoia Voting Systems maintains with its former parent company,” Smartmatic. Counsel for Hart InterCivic represented in court that Smartmatic still owned the software used in Sequoia voting machines and would license that software to Hart InterCivic upon its take-over of Sequoia. According to the court, counsel for Hart InterCivic declared that “Sequoia currently uses [Smartmatic’s] intellectual property [currently found in Sequoia’s machines] pursuant to certain license agreements.”

Furthermore, Sequoia takes the position that Smartmatic’s ownership of the Sequoia voting machines software, and any “indirect control” by Smartmatic over Sequoia is inconsistent with agreements made with the federal government. Sequoia points out in litigation over the Hart proposed take-over of Sequoia that “Hart promises not to compete with Smartmatic in Latin America, the Philippines, and Belgium. In return, Smartmatic promises to grant to Hart a license to use its intellectual property currently found in Sequoia’s machines.” Sequoia maintains that this Smartmatic-Hart agreement would “breach [Sequoia’s] agreements with the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States and other government agencies. Specifically, SVS maintains that if Hart’s agreement not to compete in Latin America, the Philippines, and Belgium is honored, Smartmatic has exercised ‘indirect control’ over Sequoia in violation of agreements with the government. Similarly, SVS maintains that the proposal that Smartmatic have co-ownership rights in all intellectual property owned by Smartmatic with respect to Sequoia products certified in the United States compels the post-sale Sequoia to breach its agreements with the government.” Thus, according to Sequoia, Smartmatic currently owns the software in Sequoia voting machines and Smartmatic’s (1) “indirect control” over Sequoia and (2) continued ownership of software used to count votes in Sequoia voting machines, would violate Sequoia’s agreements with the federal government.


26 Id. at pages 13-14.

27 Id. at pages 21-22.
III. Sequoia Voting Machine Software Is Vulnerable to Tampering

Insiders pose the greatest threat to election integrity because they have direct access to the voting machines on which votes are cast and counted. James Baker, III, a Republican, and President Jimmy Carter, as co-chairs of the National Election Commission, have warned of a serious risk of insider fraud whenever software-driven electronic voting machines are used. They say:

"[t]he greater threat to most systems comes not from external hackers, but from insiders who have direct access to the machines. Software can be modified maliciously before being installed into individual voting machines. There is no reason to trust insiders in the election industry any more than in other industries, such as gambling, where sophisticated insider fraud has occurred despite extraordinary measures to prevent it."28

Sequoia voting machine software poses serious risks of tampering. Princeton Professor of Computer Science, Andrew Appel, testified as an expert in litigation in New Jersey involving the Sequoia Advantage voting machines that "[i]t’s very easy to replace the software inside a computerized machine so it tells the voter it is voting for one candidate but really puts the vote in the wrong column," and "You can even program it to do that only on election day."29 Later this year as part of the same litigation, Professors Edward Felten and Andrew Appel of Princeton University will examine Sequoia Advantage voting machine software to determine why the voting machines registered ghost voters in the 2008 presidential primary election in New Jersey.30

In 2007, the California Secretary of State decertified use of the Sequoia AVC Edge voting machines in that state. In doing so, the Secretary reported that independent experts found that the software in Sequoia voting machines could be made to “shift[] votes from one candidate to another and [the shift] was not detectable

on the voter verifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT).”

The California examination also found, among other risks, that the Sequoia voting machines

- “[A]llow the insertion of a Trojan program via a malicious USB removable storage media device that could modify ballot definitions and results. . . .”

- Are “designed to conduct Logic and Accuracy testing in a mode distinct from Election Day mode, which enables malicious firmware . . . to avoid operating in an incorrect manner while in testing mode.”

- Contain “a shell-like scripting language in the firmware . . . that could be coerced into performing malicious actions, in apparent violation of 2002 Voting System Standards . . . [and that] includes, among others, a command to set the protective counter of the machine . . .; a command that can be used to overwrite . . . the system firmware or audit trail; and a command to reboot the machine at will.”

- Permit “corrupted or malicious data injected into removable media . . . with potentially serious consequences including alteration of recorded votes, adding false results, and, under some conditions, causing damage to the election management system when the corrupted or malicious data is loaded for vote counting.”

On December 17, 2007, Colorado decertified the Sequoia Edge II and Edge II Plus for security reasons, which decision was effective immediately.

Litigation in New Mexico after the 2004 presidential election produced an expert assessment of Sequoia and other brands of touch-screen voting systems which identified “undervotes” and “phantom votes,” in such numbers as to cast “serious doubt” on the 2004 presidential election result. In 2006, during Pennsylvania state certification testing, thousands of votes changed on Sequoia Advantage voting
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machines, resulting in the examiner’s refusal to certify the voting machines’ software.  

IV. Smartmatic Ties to the Venezuelan Government of Hugo Chávez

Hugo Chávez has led Venezuela since February 2, 1999, and has been described as a “dictator.” The Washington Post has reported on “the hostile relationship between the Bush administration and the government of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez,” and in a speech before the United Nations General Assembly, Chávez called President Bush “the devil.” In May 2008, Chávez and his senior aides, including Venezuelan Interior and Justice Minister Ramón Rodríguez Chacín, were implicated in supplying heavy arms to the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia (“FARC”), which the U.S. has listed as a terrorist group. Furthermore, Chávez has nationalized businesses and otherwise pressured Venezuelan businesses and their managers to do as he says. Moreover, as previously noted, Chávez has been described as “the foremost meddler in foreign elections in the Western hemisphere.”
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At the end of 2007, the U.S. indicted several Venezuelans, including a lawyer who apparently has worked for Smartmatic, Moisés Maiónica, in a case that "has highlighted the alleged interference of the government of Venezuela's leftist President Hugo Chavez in the politics of neighboring countries." In December 2007, a U.S. grand jury in Miami, Florida, charged Maiónica and two other Venezuelan men with crimes in connection with alleged financing by Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez of the campaign of now-President Christina Fernandez de Kirchner of Argentina. Maiónica pleaded guilty in January 2008 and apparently admitted to having been working for then Vice President of Venezuela, Jorge Rodriguez, in offering $2 million to an FBI informant for his silence. Jorge Rodriguez is reported to have stepped down as Vice President of Venezuela in January 2008, after Maiónica’s public indictment, due to his “close relationship” with Maiónica.

The relationship between Rodriguez and Maiónica is reported to have been instrumental in the Smartmatic-led SBC consortium securing the contract from the Chávez controlled Venezuelan National Electoral Council (“CNE”) to run the 2004 Venezuelan presidential recall election. According to a press report, “[i]n February 2004, the Venezuelan electoral authorities selected the company Smartmatic to provide technology that automates the process of voting . . . The lawyer Moisés Maiónica would have acted as a proxy [for] Smartmatic and made all the legal and financial engineering with the approval of then member of the CNE and former [V]ice [P]resident of the Nation, Jorge Rodriguez.” Chávez won the 2004 presidential recall
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47 Id.; United States v. Maionica, et al., Criminal Complaint, Case Number 07-3513-Dubé, with affidavit of Michael J. Lasiewicki, Special Agent with the FBI (Dec. 12, 2007) (*A copy of this document is available from the court.).
50 Valijero arrastró al vice de Chávez (Valijero dragged the vice Chavez), www.totalnews.com.ar/pol-tica/valijero-arrastr-al-vice-de-ch-vez.html (“En febrero de 2004, las autoridades electorales venezolanas seleccionaron a la empresa Smartmatic para suministrar la tecnología que automatizara los procesos de votación . . . El abogado Moisés Maiónica habría actuado como apoderado de Smartmatic y realizado toda la ingeniería legal y financiera con el visto bueno del entonces titular de la CNE y ex vicepresidente de la Nación, Jorge Rodriguez.”)
election amidst controversy arising in part from the difference between the election day voter polls favoring Chávez’ opponent and the announced election results.\textsuperscript{51}

Prior to 2004, however, Smartmatic had no election experience and otherwise was a fledgling business.\textsuperscript{52} Reportedly critical to the SBC consortium’s award of the $91 million 2004 recall election contract from the Chávez-dominated CNE was a $150,000 plus investment by the Venezuelan government in Bizta R&D Software, C.A. ("Bizta R&D Software"),\textsuperscript{53} the SBC consortium member focused on voting machine software.\textsuperscript{54} The Venezuelan government secured this 28% stake in Bizta R&D Software and then Bizta R&D Software gave power to a Venezuelan government official and software engineer with the Venezuelan Ministry of Science and Technology, Omar Montilla Castillo, by making him a Bizta R&D Software director.\textsuperscript{55} Bizta promised to repay the Venezuelan government for its investment and remove the government official from its board of directors after the Miami Herald revealed the consortium’s ties to the Chávez government.\textsuperscript{56}

The Smartmatic-led SBC consortium continues to receive substantial financial support from the Chávez-led Venezuelan government through contracts to run


\textsuperscript{55} Minutes of the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting of the Commercial Corporation ‘Bizta R&D Software, C.A.’ (Dec. 15, 2003), signed and notarized by Alfredo Anzola Jaumotte and bearing the stamp of the Republica De Venezuela (*A copy of this document is located at ________). Howard Gleckman, \textit{One Man, One Vote, One Conspiracy Theory}, \textsc{Business Week}, June 5, 2006, \textit{available at} http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/06_23/b3987042.htm?campaign_id=rss_magzn.


The closeness of Smartmatic’s relationship with the Chávez government is further reinforced by the response of aides close to Chávez to the hospitalization of a Smartmatic founder, shareholder and Chief Financial Officer, Alfredo José Anzola Jaumotte, after a small plane crash in late April 2008. Anzola, a Venezuelan software engineer, not only was a central player in Smartmatic. Anzola was President and part-owner of Bizta R&D Software when the Venezuelan government became Bizta R&D Software’s 28% owner, when the Venezuelan government official and software engineer, Montilla, joined the Bizta R&D Software board of directors, and presumably when the Venezuelan CNE awarded the SBC consortium the contract to run the voting systems for the 2004 election to recall Hugo Chávez as president of Venezuela. After the plane crash, the Governor of the State of Miranda, Diosdado Cabello Rondón, arranged for Anzola’s transfer from a local hospital to one in Caracas. Rondón is so close to the Venezuelan President Chávez that Rondón is reported to have taken on the duties of the presidency on a temporary basis during an attempted coup of Chávez in 2002. Chávez “aide-de-camp” Jorge Rodríguez, who as previously noted is a former Vice-President of Venezuela, a former member of the Venezuelan National Electoral Council when it awarded the SBC consortium the 2004 presidential recall election contract, and now is implicated in Venezuelan government financing of the election of the new president of neighboring Argentina, and Venezuela’s current Interior and Justice Minister, Ramón Rodríguez


Karem Racines Arevalo, 5 muertos y 4 heridos por accidente aéreo en Catia La Mar (Five dead, four injured because of airplane accident in Catia La Mar), EL NACIONAL (Venezuela) Apr. 28, 2008 (“[e]n los predios del hospital se confirmó la presencia del ex vicepresidente Jorge Rodríguez, quien acudió al lugar a constatar el estado de salud de[[] [Alfredo José Anzola].”)(“[I]n the hospital area it was confirmed the presence of the former vice president Jorge Rodriguez, who went to the place to verify the state of health of [Alfredo José Anzola]”); Gustavo Coronel, The Impact of Alan Garcia’s Victory On The Latin American Political Scenario, June 6, 2006, http://www.vcrisis.com/index.php?content=letters/200606060730 (referring to “Jorge Rodríguez, former President of the Venezuelan National Electoral Council” as Chávez’ “aide de camp”); Brad Friedman, Smartmatic Co-Founder, Employee, and Shareholder Dead After Both Engines on Small Plane Reportedly Failed Just After Takeoff (May 2, 2008), available at
Chacín,\(^{62}\) who as previously noted is implicated in Venezuela’s provision of weapons to U.S. blacklisted FARC in neighboring Columbia and who may be related to Anzola,\(^{63}\) attended Anzola at his death bed.\(^{64}\)
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